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Chair’s report 
 

I am once again delighted to present the Federation of Iraqi Refugee’s annual report 

for 2014. It has once again been another busy year for the Federation.    

This year in particular has been one of upset and concern for the Iraqi community in 

the UK, following alarming events in Iraq and Kurdistan. Iraq has once again ex-

perienced war and violence.  We have witnessed the barbaric beheadings of western 

aid workers and journalists and other atrocities.   We have again seen more than one 

and a half million vulnerable people displaced forced to flee the horror of the terror-

ist group ISIS.   
 

The Federation of Iraqi Refugees has responded to these worries by listening to the 

concerns of the community and has taken part and organised events alongside the 

community to address concerns.   
 

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff and volunteers for 

their dedication, professionalism and commitment to the organization, and, as al-

ways, I would also like to thank my management committee colleagues and Volun-

tary Action Islington, Cripplegate Foundation, Trust for London, and the Peel Insti-

tute for their generous support.  

 

 

 

Who we are and our history 
 

The Federation was established as a registered charity in February 2000 in response to the 

increasing difficulties faced by Iraqi refugees and asylum seekers within the UK and is 

based in an office in Kings Cross, London. We provide essential support and assistance and 

promote dialogue and communication with service providers and statutory bodies. The Fed-

eration is a membership organisation and is run by a number of committed volunteers – in-

cluding former doctors, students, teachers and human rights activists. Currently there is a 

network of about forty volunteers spread across various cities in Britain, with a range of 

skills and knowledge. The Federation also has one part time development worker supporting 

the charity for 16 hours a week.  We encourage those we support to become involved as vol-

unteers within our organisation so that they are able to support others. Our volunteers are at 

many levels; some have little experience but enjoy assisting with events and helping with 

our administration. Others have many years of experience working on community and hu-

man rights issues in Iraq and Kurdistan, bringing many skills to the organisation. We  have 

an active Management Committee of Kurdish and Iraqi refugees, and we have contacts from 

our clients in all the cities in which we work.  
The Federation of Iraqi Refugees is a self help organisation aiming to provide essential sup-

port to Iraqi refugees and asylum seekers experiencing chronic difficulties   The Federation 



 

  

 

 

of Iraqi Refugees is a leading community organisation offering support, advice and advo-

cacy on behalf of Iraqi refugees and more and more support for asylum seekers in the UK – 

particularly from the Kurdish regions of Iraq, due to changes in the Home Office’s asylum 

policy towards refugees from the North of Iraq.   

 

 

 

 

Our Aims 
Our Key aims: 
• To relieve the financial hardship and distress of people from Iraq living in the UK 

• To support refugees who are fleeing from the current problems in Iraq 

• To combat isolation amongst clients of our community 

• To help young people and women against threats from their families 

 

The aims of the Federation are: 
 

• To relieve the financial hardship and distress of people from Iraq living in 

the UK by providing advice, information and support services to newly ar-

rived refugees by telephone and face to face support.  We spend consider-

able time with clients to ensure they are safe and understand what they must 

do. Interpreting and translation -  our volunteers provide this when needed, 

including with GPs and court appearance. 
 

• Advice on asylum rights and housing - this is provided on a drop-in basis in 

our office at Kings Cross. We provide practical help to people needing 

shelter and have often provided accommodation through our network of 

contacts.  We refer clients to a range of other specialist advice providers. 
 

• To support refugees who are fleeing from the current problems in Iraq. It is 

our intention to provide as much support as possible to these individuals by 

helping them source free legal advice and representation, signpost them to 

education and training facilities locally, and provide them where appropriate 

with volunteering placements and references.  
 

• Combat isolation amongst members of our community by organising social 

gatherings and celebrate special cultural events. These events take place 

approximately 4 times in a year and are useful way for members of our 

community to the chance to meet with others and to develop friendships. 
 

• To help young people and women against threats from their families. In the 

last year we have begun working on issues relating to honour killings and 

crime, which is a growing problem within the community. The work 

involves signposting to specialist women’s organisations (Kurdistan 



 

  

 

 

Refugee Women’s Organisation, Iranian and Kurdish Women's Rights 

Organisation, Middle East Centre for Women's Rights) and input at 

conferences and seminars on the issue.  

 

 

Our Work in the last year 
 

 A) Integration and support work in the community 
The Federation arranged several community events for our clients marking 

special occasions such as:  
 

Valentine’s Day 
Kurdish food was prepared and clients were entertained with readings of 

Kurdish poetry. 
 

Kurdish New Year  
Held yearly in the spring.  This event is always well attended by our Kurdish 

and Iraqi clients.  We serve traditional food and play traditional music.  Our 

clients provide the dancing  
 

International Women’s day On Saturday 8 March  
The Federation organised a joint social event with the Kurdish and Middle 

Eastern Women’s organisation to celebrate International Women’s day. The 

event was attended by and organised for the local Iraqi and Kurdish commu-

nity. The theme of the event was to highlight and support women’s groups in 

Iraq and Kurdistan, In particular the work of the Zhyan Group. Zhyan is a 

campaigning group which is fighting, against enormous difficulties, to bring 

about an end to honour killings and other forms of violence against women 

and girls in Iraqi Kurdistan. Approximately 150 women, men and children 

attended the event, which was held at the Ring Cross Community Centre in 

Islington. 
 

28 October Meeting in Parliament hosted by John McDonnell MP  
This year due to the Syrian civil war spilling over into Iraq and Kurdistan has 

led to the terrorist group ISIS taking large parts of Iraqi territory.  Very few 

people have not been moved and alarmed by scenes from the Shingal Moun-

tain.  These events have been particularly painful for our clients.  To answer 

their concerns regarding their families and friends back home.  The Federation 

contacted John McDonnell MP who generously enabled the Federation to host 

a meeting in the UK Parliament.  The Federation invited a number of speakers 

who had recently visited the region and gave our clients and the wider Kurd-

ish and Iraqi community the opportunity to ask questions and gain up to date 

information from the affected areas. As part of this initiative the Federation 



 

  

 

 

also held an event featuring the work of the renowned Kurdish artist Renas 

Arif. 
 

The Federation also held events to mark refugee week held in June and a 

yearly Christmas Party. 
 

The Federation also arranged educational seminars and workshops throughout 

the year addressing items of interest for the Iraqi community.   

Throughout the summer the Federation arranged fortnightly visits to local 

parks for our clients.  We bought food for barbecues and arranged activities 

such as football and other games for the children and clients of all ages. 

 All events were held in Islington and surrounding area.  These events help 

our client’s make new friends and maintain links with other Iraqi’s and Kurd-

ish nationals. This is important because refugees often face isolation and de-

pression. 
 

Through this work the Federation has enabled 160 clients to integrate into 

their local communities.  A further 30 were helped to pursue education and 

training. 

 

b) Advocacy 
 

Our volunteers provide telephone support and face-to-face advice to help Iraqi 

and people facing poverty, homelessness, health and emotional problems.   

Our volunteers have dealt with approximately 300 telephone and face to face 

queries this year. Through the Federations advocacy work a further 120 peo-

ple were referred to legal advice and solicitors, 6 people were helped to secure 

suitable accommodation and 15 people were granted indefinite leave to re-

main. 

 

Age profiles of people who have used our services over the 
last year; 

  

  16 / 12 yrs  %2 

21 / 17 yrs  %5 

59 / 21 yrs  %88 

 60+ yrs  %5 



 

  

 

 

Nationalities break down of people who have used our services 
over the last year: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c) Detention and asylum support work 
 

Year on year enquiries from Iraqi nationals seeking asylum support increases.  

We have helped and supported 31 Iraqi refugees detained in immigration 

detention centres across the UK.  The Federation has endeavoured to ensure 

all detainees that approached us have legal support. The Federation has made 

contact with several detainee groups in order to reach out to Iraqi’s who have 

been detained. We have also provided detainees with European Human Rights 

forms to enable them to register complaints at being wrongfully detained.  

The Federation has also provided submissions based on lessons and 

experiences learned from our work to the European Court of Human Rights 

and the UK High court.   This work has prevented hundreds of people being 

wrongly deported.  
 

The Federation has also provided detainees and detention centres with 

the following essential items:  
• phone cards to enable them to keep in touch with friends and family; 
 

• We also try to put them in touch with family members and friends back 

in Iraq and Kurdistan.  This can be a difficult task following the troubles 

in Iraq many people have been displaced and forced to move from their 

villages and family homes.  Also many of our clients have been resident 

in the UK for five years plus so have lost touch with family and friends. 
 

• We have also helped Iraqi families find lost relatives who have been 

detained in detention centres.  We found 6 lost people and assisted 

putting them back in touch with their family and friends back home in 

Iraq.  
 

• Supplying books in the following languages Persian, Sorani and Arabic 

(sent to detention centre’s holding Iraqi and Kurdish detainees); 
 

• We advise them regarding setting up a personal campaign to be released 

i.e. starting a petition, letter writing campaign, arranging/organising 

demonstrations outside the detention centre and or Home Office; 

Kurdish   %60 
Iraqi   %35 

Iranian   %5 



 

  

 

 

• Translation of key documents from English to Arabic, Persian & Sorani 

and visa versa; 
 

• Producing background reports on the area in Iraq or Kurdistan where the 

detainee is from.  

 

Feedback from our advocacy work: 

Client M  

Through the detainee group set up by the Federation.  The development worker 

was informed of an unwell man of 34 who had been discharged from 6 months 

in a mental hospital straight into detention.  Following concerning reports the 

Federation’s Development worker visited and spoke to M.  The Development 

worker took M’s photograph which he circulated to contacts in Iraq.  Due to 

this initiative M’s mother was found, and a telephone call was set up 

Quote from the mother of M who had not spoken to her son for 12 years. 

”Thank you very much to the Federation you found my son you brought me 

new life” 
 

Client G – “Without FIR I would not have been able to see my family in the 

UK again. I was forcibly deported to Iraq and separated from my wife and 

children and FIR has helped to gain re-entry to the UK”. 
 

Client D – “Many thanks for all your hard work in persuading the Government 

not to deport me to Baghdad. Although I have lost contact with my family, I 

have now been given refugee status and the right to remain in this Country. I 

really feel like a new person.” 
 

Client N – “I cannot thank you enough for helping me to escape from my 

violent husband. I am now living happily with my children and pursuing my 

education. My dream is to become an accountant and FIR has helped make this 

possible. My children are also now much happier although my son is very 

scared of knifes as it reminds him of the time my ex-husband tried to kill me.” 

 

d) Interpretation & Translation: 
changes to the welfare benefit systems along with a surge of refugees and asy-

lum seekers has meant that the demand for these services continues. The or-

ganisation regularly provides interpretation and translation support to Iraqi na-

tionals at interviews with the home office, police, court appearances, solicitors, 

colleges, housing departments, refuge, job centres, etc. Over the last twelve 

months we have supported approximately 130 clients. 

 

e) Promotion & Publicity – Federation of Iraqi Refugees: 
has become acutely aware of the need to promote and publicize its work, partly 

to secure funding but also to raise its profile within the community.  Press, TV 



 

  

 

 

and Radio Interviews – over the last twelve months the development worker 

has taken part in a number of interviews to the newspapers, televisions and ra-

dios on the work of the Federation. 

 

 

 

Who we work with 
 

Whilst we were originally founded to work specifically with Iraqi refugees to help 

them establish themselves in their new communities, more and more of our work is 

currently focused on the worsening situation faced by Iraqi asylum seekers. Iraqi 

asylum seekers in the UK are facing horrific problems of isolation, poverty, home-

lessness, racial violence and depression, occasionally resulting in suicides. Many of 

our clients have fled from torture, rape and state-sponsored violence.  Many of those 

we support are based in immigration detention Centres. The poverty faced by many 

combined with the lack of available accommodation causes chronic problems. Most 

asylum seekers are unable to work legally and suffer both financial and psychologi-

cal consequences as a result. In addition, the Home Office’s dispersal of asylum 

seekers across the UK, since 2000, has contributed to an increase in isolation and the 

problems already quoted above.  The picture is one of a community that needs regu-

lar and sustained assistance in dealing with a range of public bodies – the Home Of-

fice, public and private landlords, social services, detention centre management 

companies, the police and mental health services. 
 

We work with a number of specialist advice agencies, eg  Amnesty International,  

London Detainee Support Group, the Institute of Race Relations, Iranian and 

Kurdish Women's Rights Organisation, Iranian Refugee Organisation, Kurdish and 

Middle Eastern Women's Organazation, Islintgton refugee forum, the Refugee 

Council, the Medical Foundation, Red Cross London; Refugee Council London; and 

Refugee Forum in Redbridge and Nottingham. We refer clients to all these 

organisations and give them up to date information about the situation in Iraq and 

Kurdistan.  We help these organisations in their work by helping them locate clients 

who have moved and whose cases are being dealt with.  We refer our client to 

different detainee groups and refer women to women's organisations for specific 

support and we refer victims of torture to the Medical Foundation. 



 

  

 

 

 
 
A list of Services we provide to the Iraqi community 

The services we provide include: 

• General information and support for newly arrived asylum seekers. We 

spend a considerable amount of time with people, both face-to-face and by 

telephone, making sure that they are safe and understand clearly what their 

options are. Over the last year, we have provided intensive support to 

asylum seekers and have managed to assist with improving the life of many 

other individuals. 
 

• Supporting the legal process. The Federation regularly puts clients in touch 

with solicitors and other forms of legal advice to assist them with their 

claims for refugee status. We have also assisted the legal process by 

gathering evidence to validate the claims of our clients to refugee status. 

Some of our work in this area involves writing to the Home Office with 

additional information that can augment the decision-making process on a 

particular case. We also undertake to contact various agencies to gather 

information on a client’s health and well-being. For example, our writing a 

letter to a doctor to obtain confirmation that a client had been hospitalised 

under the Mental Health Act proved vital in the outcome of one particular 

case. 
 

• Supporting detainees facing deportation. Eighty three Iraqi asylum seekers 

contacted the Federation in the last year from inside detention centres and 

requested support. Of these, eighteen were able, with our assistance, to 

exercise their right to release on bail. In some cases, we referred these 

detainees to other organisations, such as Bail for Immigration Detainees or 

the Medical Foundation for Victims of Torture, which were able to support 

them and secure their release. Unfortunately, seventy four of our clients 

were forcibly deported to Iraq in the last year.  
 

• Outreach. Many people contact us by telephone but are unsure about 

travelling across London or simply have no money to see us. Therefore, we 

often need to visit them in their own homes and in detention centres to listen 

to their problems and to offer our support. We generally provide outreach up 

to one day per week. 
 

• Interpreting and translation. Our clients often request that we provide them 

with interpreters to accompany them to doctors and other services – 

interpreters are not always provided by statutory agencies. We also assist 

with translation when filling out forms. 
 



 

  

 

 

• Advocacy on behalf of individual cases. The Federation represents clients in 

meetings with MPs and councillors. We carry out this work by writing 

letters to client’s MPs and representing clients at MP’s surgeries to inform 

MPs of our clients’ situation. 
 

• Housing advice. This service is provided on a drop-in basis in our office 

(Monday–Friday) and we also visit hostels to advice groups of clients on a 

monthly basis. Practical help is provided to people needing emergency 

shelter and, in many cases, we have used our network of supporters to 

provide accommodation to homeless asylum seekers. We have a good list of 

referral agencies to whom we refer for specialist advice. 
 

• Mental health issues and emotional well-being. A number of clients are 

suffering from mental health issues, such as depression and post-traumatic 

stress syndrome, as a result of their experiences in Iraq or in the UK and, 

often, due to family separation. Our work involves finding them appropriate 

forms of care and assistance. 
 

• Developing social gatherings and a series of events for Refugee week. To 

combat isolation among clients of our community and celebrate special 

cultural events, such as New Year. These events take place approximately 

five times a year and are a useful way for clients of our community to have 

the chance to meet with others and to develop friendships. 
 

• Organising seminars and work shops around the UK. For example, in 

partnership with women’s organisations, we have organised seminars on 

‘honour’ killings and domestic violence. 
 

• Media. The Federation has published news releases and is often contacted by 

National Papers and TV stations such as  the Guardian, Independent, 

Observer BBC, Al-Jazera, Al-Arabia, and a number Kurdish and Iraqi radio 

stations for information regarding the situation in Iraq and the individual 

circumstances of Iraqi and Kurdish nationals in the UK.  

 

 

 

Finance 
This year’s audited accounts are available on request. 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 
 
 

This year, the Federation would like to express particular 
thanks to: 

 

1. Our volunteers - without their support the Federation of Iraqi Refugees would be un-

able to provide our current level of service to the Iraqi community or achieve our aims 
and objectives. 

2. The Cripplegate Foundation and the Trust for London, who have both supported us 

financially this year. 

3. The Peel Centre for their continuing help and support. 

4. Voluntary Action Islington. 

5.  Kurdistan and Middle Eastern Women’s organization 

6.  Islington Refugees forum 

7. All the MPs who have supported our work this year. 

 

 

Organisational Structure:  

Federation 

Management 
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Development Finance Vol- Admin + 



 

  

 

 

FIR 
PEEL CENTRE 
PERCY CIRCUS 
LONDON WC1X 9EY 

TEL: 020 7833 9414 
Email: firrefugees@gmail.com           
Charity Number:109234 

Contact Details  
Federation of Iraqi Refugees  

 


